Cardiff & District Badminton League (CDBL) Website Notes

Much of the CDBL website is self-explanatory. Content can be changed by committee members, if in
doubt then e-mail me – alang2101@hotmail.com.

HOME
Introduction to the CDBL.
NEWS AND EVENTS
News items and events posts for the league. These can be added and edited by members of the
committee. Anything relevant can be submitted to the committee for review.
DOWNLOADS
Any relevant files for download i.e. scoresheets, handbook etc
FIXTURES/RESULTS
This screen is the main screen for viewing fixtures, results, club details and adding scoresheets.
All scoresheets can now be entered using the website by captains and fixture secretaries. Clubs
should retain paper copies but these no longer need to be posted to Les or myself. The process for
adding a scoresheet is detailed below.
The top section of the page is fixtures and shows all fixtures not yet played based on the date.
Beneath this is results, this lists games that should have been played.
At the top of the screen is a filter box, this allows you to alter the fixtures being shown. The filter will
search through the fields on the page for the text you enter. By default it searches all fields but you
can alter this by clicking the magnifying glass to the right of the filter box and only ticking those fields
you want to search, if in doubt just leave as is. It is not case sensitive i.e. you can type Nomads A or
nomads a.
For example:
Nomads A – shows only fixtures for Nomads A – Mens, mixed and ladies
Nomads – All Nomads content
Heath A Mens – All Heath Mens A – if the side name has brackets then leave those out
October – all fixtures in October
To clear the filter click the X next to the filter box or delete the text in the box.
Trial and error, have a play!
The club names are hyperlinked, clicking a name shows you the club details i.e. where they play,
what nights and times and gives the name, phone number and e-mail address of the fixture
secretary.
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You can change the sort order of the fixtures being displayed by clicking a column heading i.e.
Division, Home Team, Away Team or Fixture date (default order). Clicking again reverses the order
i.e. A-Z or Z-A.
Results are listed below fixtures. Results are colour coded to signify their status regards a scoresheet
being added and confirmed as follows:
Legend:
•
•
•
•

Red - Awaiting Result
Orange - Result Unconfirmed
Green – Confirmed
Blue – Queried

All the above fixtures should have been played or are being played today.
If a scoresheet has been added then the score is displayed and there is an option to view the
scoresheet.
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If no scoresheet has been added then the option to add a scoresheet is displayed to the right of the
fixture if you are logged in. Only captains and fixture secretaries can add scoresheets, you have to
login to the website to add a scoresheet by clicking the login button in the top menu. This allows us
to track who added the score sheet if there is a problem. Your username is in the format:
Firstname.surname
e.g. alan.griffiths

If you don’t know your password then there is a Lost your password? option, clicking this will e-mail
you a link to reset your password. The website needs your correct e-mail address to send the link.
We imported data we had from last season so this e-mail may be wrong, if in doubt then drop me an
e-mail at alang2101@hotmail.com and I will reset.
Adding a scoresheet
Log in to the website, it is the responsibility of the winning sides captain to enter the scoresheet,
please can everyone retain the paper copies as a backup.
On the Results section of the Fixtures page, click Add a scoresheet next to the relevant fixture. An
electronic scoresheet will display which will be prefilled with the fixture details at the top.
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Add the players for the home and away side using the drop-down arrows against each pair.

If the drop-down list shows no players then wait 20 seconds and click the dropdown again, it takes a
little while for the dropdowns to populate from the Db.
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We uploaded players for each club from last season therefore the lists may not contain all players. In
this case select “Add New Player” which is at the bottom of each list. Fill out the name as required.
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Enter the scores by either using the pull-down arrows or typing them in. The totals for rubbers and
games should update accordingly.
Quick tip: When adding the scores you can use the dropdown but I find it quicker to click on the first
score box in the first rubber, ignore the dropdown and just type the value, then press tab to go to
the next box. Keep pressing tab to cycle through all the score boxes. If the score is in the teens i.e. 12
then when you type 11 it goes to 10, hit 1 again and it goes to 11, 1 again it goes to 12 etc. If you
have a scan of the scoresheet then please attach it.

Enter any comments if relevant and complete the Stuart Dixon nominations. When all is complete
then click Submit Scoresheet button at the bottom.
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If the match is conceded then tick the Match Conceded box at the top of the scoresheet, it will then
ask you who won.
If a scoresheet is not entered within 2 days of the fixture date then a reminder will go to both
captains. If no scoresheet is entered with 7 days then reminders will go to both captains and the
fixture secretary and me! Please help to make this a success by entering data in a timely fashion.
Once a score has been entered then an e-mail will go to the losing captain showing the score and
asking for it to be confirmed or queried. Once confirmed then the Result will go green to signify it is
locked and accepted.
The League tables will populate based on the results automagically.
Any problems should be reported to me - alang2101@hotmail.com
______________
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